Abstract. The linear collision stopping power and linear scattering power for machineable wax relative to water have been determined for electron energies between 2 and 20 MeV. Knowledge of these quantities is necessary for the use of lhis wax as bolus in elenron pencil-beam dose algorithms. The atomic composition of the wax ( p = 0.920 i 0.001 g cm-') was obtained by having the wax assayed. The formalisms expressed in the fCRUReporf35 were used to calculate the relative linear wllision stopping and linear scattering powers of the wax. The calculated relative linear collision stopping powers of 2 to 20 MeV electrons in the wax ranged from 0.949 A 0.005 to 0.952 i 0.005, and the calculated relative linear scattering powers ranged from 0.734i0.004 to 0.729+0.004. As a check of the calculation method, the relative linear collision stopping power was measured by determining the shift in electron cenual-axis depth-ionizadon curves when varying thicknesses of water were replaced by wax. These measurements, made using 10, 12, 15 and 18 MeV electron beams with wax thicknesses from 1.0-4.0 cm, resulted 
Introduction
There has been interest recently in the computerized design (Low etal 1992) and computercontrolled fabrication (Low et al 1990 , Smith er al 1989 of bolus for electron-beam radiotherapy. The primary use of this bolus is to conform the dose distribution to the target volume while sparins normal structures. In this case, bolus is the material first encountered by the electron beam, and the dose distribution within the patient depends on the shape of the bolus surface.
Evaluation of the bolus's ability to conform a dose distribution to the target volume requires an accurate calculation of the threedimensional dose distribution within the patient. The pencil-beam algorithm, developed by Hogstrom er al (1981) and implemented in threedimensional treatment planning by Starkschall er al (1991) , can be used to calculate the dose distribution within the patient. Use of the pencil-beam algorithm requires knowledge of the relative linear collision stopping power and the relative linear scattering power of the medium (relative to that of water) through which the electron beam passes. These relative powers are assumed to be constant as a function of energy over the therapeutic range t 
Materials and methods
The linear scattering and stopping powers are related to the mass scattering and stopping powers by the physical density of the material. The physical density of the wax, determined by weighing a cuboid-shaped piece of known volume, was found to be 0.9209=0.001 g c~n -~.
Methods for the calculation of the mass stopping and scattering powers of a material are provided in ZCRU Report 35 (ICRU 1984a). The calculation requires knowledge of the relative quantities of the atomic constituents of the wax. We obtained this data by having the material assayedt. The results of the assay showed that the material was 85.4% ?c 0.5% carbon, 14.1% + 0.5% hydrogen, and 0.5% 0.3% oxygen by weight. The density term 6 as described in ICRU Report 37 (ICRU 1984b) was calculated using the method developed by Sternheimer's model, which is known to underestimate the stopping power by 0% to 0.2% for these energies in water. The mean excitation energies recommended for atomic constituents of compounds were used for the elemental components of the wax.
The application of this work is to provide a methodology for determining the relative linear collision stopping power and relative linear scattering power of wax bolus for use in the Hogstrom et al electron pencil-beam dose algorithm (Hogstrom et a1 1981) . In that work, the central-axis dose in water behind a slab of wax bolus, Db, is given by where z is the depth of the central-axis point beneath the proximal water surface, z' is the effective depth in the water phantom, S, j , is the virtual-source to surface distance, and D,(z') is the central-axis dose at depth z' in the water phantom. The effective depth is given by PZ where S; ( z" ) is the linear collision stopping power of the medium at depth z" relative to that of water for the energy distribution at that depth. Hogstrom et a1 showed that for tissue-like materials and electron energies of 1-20 MeV, St is relatively constant (9=0.5%). Their model uses a constant value for St (evaluated at 10 MeV). Hence, for the geometry of our measurements, equation (2) where St is the ratio of the linear collision stopping power of bolus to that of water and t is the thickness of wax bolus displacing water that overlies the point of interest. This formula can be rearranged to give z' -z = (SP, -I)t.
(4)
This formalism is practically identical to that of earlier dose models reviewed in ZCRU Report 35 (ICRU 1984a), the only difference being that the formalism utilized the ratio of the total rather than the collision stopping powers.
The objective of the present work was to obtain a value of SP, suitable for use in the calculation of dose by the Hogstrom et a1 pencil-beam algorithm. Therefore, a series of experiments were performed in which differing thicknesses of wax bolus were used to replace water at the surface. Central-axis depth-ionization curves in water, with and without bolus, were analysed to determine z' in equation (2) from which Sk was extracted using equation (4). The energy dependence of Sk was evaluated utilizing multiple bolus thicknesses and multiple incident electron-beam energies.
Depth-ionization measurements were made for a broad electron beam (15 cm x 15 cm) and nominal incident electron energies of 10, 12, 15, and IS MeV incident on a water phantom with no wax and with 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 cm thick wax boluses replacing the water.
A 4.0 cm thick bolus was also used for the 15 and 18 MeV beams. Depth-ionization curves were measured along the central axis with 0.2, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.35 cm spacing between data points for 10, 12, 15, and 18 MeV, respectively, using a 0.1 cm3 PTW waterproof ionization chamber. The precision of the determination of the stopping power was limited by the stability and reproducibility of the location of the water surface, which was estimated to be fO.02 cm (no other sources o f uncertainties were included in the quoted errors of the measured stopping powers). The bolus material was placed 0.15 cm beneath the surface of the water, providing a sufficiently thick water layer to avoid surface tension effects.
The shift (2' -z) of the depth-ionization distribution was determined by displacing the water depth-ionization distribution curve (corrected for inverse square) until it matched that taken beneath the wax (by locating the minimum in x'). The relative linear collision stopping power was determined from the slope of a h e a r fit to the curve of the shift versus bolus thickness (st = 1 -slope).
. Results and discussion
The calculated relative linear collision stopping powers of 2-20 MeV electrons in the bolus wax ranged from 0.949f0.005 to 0.952f0.005, and the calculated relative linear scattering powers ranged from 0.734 f 0.004 to 0.729 f 0.004. Only the uncertainties in the assay results are included in the quoted errors. The energy-averaged relative linear collision stopping power was 0.951 f 0.005 and the energy-averaged relative linear scattering power was 0.731 f 0.004. Figure 1 shows the measured depth-ionization distributions of a 15 MeV electron beam incident on a water phantom where 0 cm to 4 cm of wax had replaced the water. The shifts (z' -z) in the ionization fall-off region due to the differences between the wax and water linear collision stopping powers are clearly visible in figure 2. These data were then analysed as discussed above to determine S : for each beam energy. Figure 3 shows the relative collision stopping powers for the wax bolus material measured using the four incident electron energies. While there is a hint of a slight energy dependence, the variation in the means is not statistically significant relative to the measurement errors. Therefore, the data were averaged over the four energies to provide a value for the measured relative values. The Hounsfield number of the wax, measured at 120 kVp, was -100 rt 10 based on a scale in which air has a value of -1024 and water has a value of 0; the uncertainty is derived from the variation of pixel values within the wax image. Using this measured value to extract a value for the relative linear collision stopping power from Hogstrom and co-worker's a number-relative collision stopping power tables for various tissues resulted in a value of 0.933 50.009. This agreed well with the measured value, but underestimates the mean calculated value by approximately 1.9% f 1.0%. This may be due to systematic experimental uncertainties not included in the error estimates. The a-derived relative linear scattering power was 0.746 f 0.016, which overestimates the mean calculated value by 2 . l % f 1.6%. The uncertainty in the dose distributions resulting from the slight inaccuracies in the use of the CT-derived stopping and scattering powers depends upon the clinical set-up. However, in most cases, bolus used for the conformation of the 90% dose surface to the target volume is less than 4 cm thick. An error of 2% in the linear stopping power would result in a maximum error of less than 1 mm in the position of the distal dose fall-off. While the effect of any error in bolus scattering power depends sh-ongly upon the bolus geomem, an error of 2% is not expected to yield clinically significant errors in the resulting dose distribution.
Conclusions
For machineable wax bolus of density 0.920, the measured value of the relative linear collision stopping power, Sk, is 0.931 rtO.008, only 1.9% rt 1.0% less than that calculated using the atomic composition of the wax. 
